
special abilities

  Bryl, a drug dealer

  Bazso Baz, a gang leader

  Klyra, a tavern owner

  Nyryx, a prostitute

  Harker, a jail-bird

sly friends

teamwork planning & load gather information

Lead a group action Assault: Point of attack Occult: Arcane power

Set up a teammate Stealth: Entry point Transport: Route

Protect a teammate Deception: Method Social: Connection

Assist a teammate  � What do they intend to do?
 � How can I get them to [X]?
 � Are they telling the truth?
 � What are they really feeling?
 � What do they really care about?
 � How can I blend in here?
 � What's really going on here?

Choose a plan, provide the detail. Choose your 
load limit for the operation.

push yourself (take 
2 stress) -or- accept a 
devil's bargain.

+

bonus die

playbook

    attune
    command
    consort
    sway

resolve

    finesse
    prowl
    skirmish
    wreck

prowess

    hunt
    study
    survey
    tinker

insight




  

stash
coin

 Fine clothes & jewelry
 Fine disguise kit
 Fine loaded dice, trick cards
 Trance powder
 A cane-sword
 Spiritbane charm

items

 � Every time you roll a desperate action, mark xp in that action's attribute.
At the end of each session, for each item below, mark 1 xp (in your playbook or 
an attribute) or 2 xp if that item occurred multiple times.

 � You addressed a challenge with deception or influence.
 � You expressed your beliefs, drives, heritage, or background.
 � You struggled with issues from your vice or traumas during the session.

slide

load

 Rook's Gambit: Take 2 stress to roll your best action rating while 
performing a different action. Say how you adapt your skill to this use.

 Cloak & Dagger: When you use a disguise or other form of covert 
misdirection, you get +1d to rolls to confuse or deflect suspicion. 
When you throw off your disguise, the resulting surprise gives you 
the initiative in the situation.

 Ghost Voice: You know the secret method to interact with a ghost or 
demon as if it was a normal human, regardless of how wild or feral it 
appears. You gain potency when communicating with the supernatural.

 Like Looking into a Mirror: You can always tell when someone 
is lying to you.

 A Little Something on the Side: At the end of each downtime 
phase, you earn +2 stash.

 Mesmerism: When you Sway someone, you may cause them to 
forget that it's happened until they next interact with you.

 Subterfuge: You may expend your special armor to resist a 
consequence from suspicion or persuasion, or to push yourself for 
subterfuge.

 Trust in Me: You get +1d vs. a target with whom you have an 
intimate relationship.

    Veteran: Choose a special ability from another source.

xp

a subtle 
manipulator 
and spy

 A Blade or Two
 Throwing Knives
 A Pistol  A 2nd Pistol
 A Large Weapon
 An Unusual Weapon
 Armor  +Heavy
 Burglary Gear
 Climbing Gear
 Arcane Implements
 Documents
 Subterfuge Supplies
 Demolition Tools
 Tinkering Tools
 Lantern

notes

name alias

look

vice / purveyor: faith—gambling—luxury—obligation—pleasure—stupor—weird

heritage:   akoros—the dagger isles 
iruvia—severos—skovlan—tycheros

background: academic—labor—law 
trade—military—noble—underworld

cold—haunted—obsessed—paranoid
reckless—soft—unstable—vicious

traumastress

crew

harm

3 need
help

2 -1d

1 less
effect

armor uses
armor 
heavy 
special 

healing
project clock

 3 light   5 normal   6 heavy


